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Through a scries of copper occurrences, interest was 
drawn in the area to essentially the one long geologic horizon. 
That purl, of it which, on structural and other considerations 
appeared to offer the best chances for economic minercilization, 
was subjected to an Induced Polarisation coverage in February, 
1964.

Til .i s report covers the portion of the survey which 
involved claims on the South Group only.

The J.P. coverage was accomplished with pulse 
transient equipment utilizing a ''gradient" electrode array. 
This lcjst requires the grounding of two well-removed current 
stakes to either side across strike of the area to be 
surveyed. Kith these fixed, primary and secondary voltage 
readings arc taken between two potential electrodes moved 
in tcindem along traverse lines tind spaced at an appropriate 
distance apart ~ in this instance 200 feet. Vtilues of 
chargeabi l.ity and cipparent resistivity thus obtained are 
plotted at the midpoint between the potential electrodes. 
This method has a high degree of resolution for small bodies 
em d ci certain decreased susceptibility to masking effects.

Results of this geophysical application tire shown 
in Dwg. No. IP-3110. As can be seen, much of the survey had 
to be run from lake ice to achieve the desired coverage. 
It is to be noted that the readings over the lake are marked 
by a considercible reduction in the values of apparent resistivity 
to imply a substantial thickness of conducting lake bottom 
sediments. Where this condition exists, charge-abilities, 
not too surprisingly, are also down; and in consequence it 
may be considered doubtful that the method is providing the 
required discrimination of the likely target zone in bedrock. 
On the other hand, the possibility that the lake covers a 
significant 'blossoming out" of the mineral horizon through 
structural deformation has been reasonably exhausted.
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rds t'uo southeast end of the coverage, several 
exposures on land iuark the re-appocu:ance of the mineralized 
zone. Wc-ciii polarisation effects were observed in near- 
torre] ation, t.na two dii.iaoiid drill holes {Kos. 3 and 4) were 
sited to test thetJij. i;oth lioles intersected rainor amounts 
of suJpliiacs in suffie;i cut quantities and distribution to 
allow -choir being the cause of the polarisation tmomalies. 
A certoia amount of shearing and faulting further marked the 
favourable horizon and, very loce-,].ly, the attendant resistivity 
low.

JBB : ph
8th June, 1964 . O'. B. Boniwell. B. Se.
Toronto, Ontario.
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Through a series of copper occurrences, interest was 
drawn in the area to essentially the one long geologic 
horizon. That part of it which, on structural and other 
considerations appeared to offer the best chances for 
economic mineralisation, was subjected to an Induced 
Polarisation coverage in February, 1964.

This report covers the portion of the survey which 
involved claims on the North Group only.

The I .P. coverage was accomplished with pulse 
transient equipment utilizing a "gradient" electrode array. 
This last requires the grounding of two well-removed current 
stakes to either side across strike of the area to be 
surveyed. With these fixed, primary and secondary voltage 
readings are taken between two potential electrodes moved 
in tandem along traverse lines and spaced at an appropriate 
distance apart - in this instance 200 feet. Values of 
chargeability and apparent resistivity thus obtained are 
plotted at the midpoint between the potential electrodes. 
This method has a high degree of resolution for small bodies 
and a certain decreased susceptibility to masking effects.

Results of this geophysical application are shown 
in Dwg. No. IP-4094. The showing at the north end of Bug 
Lake (line 31S, 2W), serves as a focus to the survey, for it 
provided the initial orientation to the method's applicability. 
A fair polarisation anomaly of about twice background was 
obtained over the showing area and surveying for significant 
strike developments was extended 2,000 to 3,000 feet to either 
side.

Coverage to the south yielded only a 400 foot simple 
strike extension. However, resistivities over the lake dropped 
to as low as 300 ohm-metres providing very low signal strengths 
and increased masking. It is likely, therefore, that the
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target horizon, should it exist, would be beyond the limits 
of detectibility. On the other hand, a polarisation zone, 
suggestively as an en echelon displacement, appeared along 
the ecist shore of the lake. If this new zone were indeed 
the same mineral horizon as the showing, a substantial 1600 
foot of strike length had been added to its potential.

To the north, the mineral zone appeared to extend as 
a continuous anomaly at least 800 feet, possibly up to 
1200 feet and beyond. Strangely, at line O on which a 
comparable copper occurrence is exposed (the Perkins showing) 
very little in the way of polarisation effects was observed. 
This led to the suspicion that the narrow ore-horizon as seen 
at surface was not being clearly detected by the method, but 
rather that more widespread and more disseminated mineralisation 
in the wall rocks was the chief source of the polarisation 
anomalies. All the subsequent drilling tended to confirm 
this conclusion. With the exception of diamond drill hole 
No. l, indications were obtained in all holes of a wide 
scattering of metallics, a distribution to which the I.P. 
method is most sensitive.

OBB:ph
9th June, 1964. J. B. Boniwell, B.Se,
Toronto, Ontario.
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North

60,7 days assessment work credit for each of mining claims 
K 34154, 34155, 34157, 3415^, 34159, 34160, '34311 arid 34313.

Koto: Mining claims K 34153 nnd K 34156 were not sufficiently 
traversed by the survey to warrant assessment work 
eredi ts.

.South Group

79 days assessment work credit for each of mining claims 
K.34312, 34315, 34^2 34-^4

NoU-: Mining claims K 34369 and K 34382 were not sufficiently 
traversed by the survey to warrant-assessment work 
credri ts.

North Group 
3UMl-iAKY: 40 days assessment work credits have previously been

allowed for each claim in north group. Therefore, max 
imum credits allowed at this time are reduced from 60,7
to 40 days per claim

South Group

t

duced from 79 to 40 days per claim,
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